The CALL 2012-2013AY
SUMMARY OF CHANGES
June, 2012

The highlighted text denotes language changes to the CALL for 2012-2013 academic year. “Clean-up” and/or cosmetic changes and typographical errors have been updated accordingly and are not included in this summary.

**Acceleration, Page 8**
The minimum criterion for acceleration within rank is strength in all areas of review during the abbreviated review period. Exceptional strength in one area is not sufficient to offset a weakness in another area.

**Minority Reports, Pages 13 and 36**
The discussion in minority reports should not invoke the names of extramural referees, eligible voters, or students.

**Off-Scale, Page 22**
This policy applies to O/S awarded for new appointments effective July 1, 2010 and onwards and new/additional O/S awarded for merit/promotion/retention actions effective July 1, 2010 and onwards.

**Bibliography – Categories, Page 26**
Items are considered technical/scholarly when they are directed to other experts in the field. Items are considered semi-technical/scholarly when they are directed to non-experts. Such articles should be listed in a separate category.

**Bibliography – In Press, Page 28**
Letters of acceptance must be included for any refereed item listed as In Press.

**Difference List, Page 34**
For each co-authored item on the Difference List (excluding abstracts or reports), candidates should indicate whether they are the corresponding author, explain their role (a maximum of 3-4 sentences) and provide information about the collaborators (e.g., graduate student, post doc or technician; rank and institution of collaborator).

For items co-authored with other senior investigators at either UCR or another institution, the candidate should indicate either their or their research group's percent effort, whichever is more appropriate.

**Grant Activity, Attachment F, Pages 36 and 73**
Revise checklist to include number of PIs, names of PI, UCR amount and candidate grant amount for multi-investigator grants. For candidate grant amount, this field can be a numeric value or N/A. If N/A is selected, include an explanation as to why it is not appropriate to enter an amount. For example, institutional grants which would include grants received to purchase major equipment will not have dollar value and should have N/A. For an equipment purchase grant, the money doesn't come to the investigators - all of it goes to buy the equipment. In this case the UCR Amount will be N/A and the explanation would state: "Not Applicable, equipment grant."

**Teaching Load Data Form, Pages 39 and 74**
For graduate student supervision, include co-advisor’s name(s).

**Attachments A1 and A2, Pages 41 and 42**
Add Minority Report to the list of Non-Confidential items.

*Note on Schedule for Academic Personnel Reviews:*
The suggestions to revise the due dates and schedule were reviewed. They were not endorsed by the Vice Provost for Academic Personnel (VPAP) and the Committee on Academic Personnel (CAP).